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American studies scholar Joel Dinerstein designed and teaches a course at the University of

Texas at Austin on the history of being cool in America. In this essay from The Cool Mask

(forthcoming) he shows how the African American concept of cool synthesizes African and

Anglo-European ideas, describing African American cool as both an expressive style and a

kind of public composure. For African Americans, cool resolves the conflict between com-

peting needs to mask and to express the self, a paradox exacerbated by historical exigencies

of life in the United States. For Dinerstein, the jazz musician Lester Young modeled a

strategy of self-presentation that became the dominant emotional style of African Ameri-

can jazz musicians and several generations of African American men.

Miles Davis’s 1957 collection The Birth of the Cool tends to serve as a lightning

rod for discussions of ‘‘cool’’ in jazz and African American culture.∞ A spate of

jazz recordings, however, testify to the importance of being ‘‘cool’’—of main-

taining emotional self-control—during World War II as a strategy for dealing

with dashed hopes of social equality. The messages of Erskine Hawkins’s hit,

‘‘Keep Cool, Fool’’ (1941) and Count Basie’s ‘‘Stay Cool’’ (1946) and the cerebral

quality of Charlie Parker’s ‘‘Cool Blues’’ (1946) testify to a new valuation of

public composure and disparagement of the outward emotional display long

associated with stereotypes of blacks, from Uncle Tom to the happy-go-lucky

‘‘southern darky.’’ Contemporary American usage of the word ‘‘cool’’ has its

roots in the jazz culture of the early 1940s, and the legendary tenor saxophonist

Lester Young probably used it first to refer to a state of mind.≤ When Young

said, ‘‘I’m cool’’ or ‘‘that’s cool,’’ he meant ‘‘I’m calm,’’ ‘‘I’m OK with that,’’ or

just ‘‘I’m keeping it together in here.’’ The jazz musician and scholar Ben

Sidran rightly noted that this cool ethic reflected ‘‘actionality turned inward’’

and was ‘‘e√ected at substantial cost and su√ering.’’≥

According to Gunther Schuller, Lester Young was ‘‘the most influential artist

after [Louis] Armstrong and before Charlie Parker,’’ the creator of the ‘‘cool’’
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saxophone style and the father of the ‘‘cool school’’ of jazz with which Miles

Davis later became associated. Yet he is little known outside the jazz world

because his groundbreaking 1930s recordings were made with the Count Basie

Orchestra and Billie Holiday. Young was the ‘‘genius soloist’’ on the classic

1930s Basie band recordings and the saxophone complement (the second voice,

really) to Billie Holiday’s best vocal performances.∂ Young was Holiday’s favor-

ite musician, and they bestowed the nicknames on each other that stuck for life:

she dubbed him ‘‘Pres’’ because he was ‘‘the president of all saxophone players,’’

and Young dubbed her ‘‘Lady Day.’’

Young burst into recorded jazz history in 1936 with a revolutionary, vibrato-

less tenor sound: fast, floating, airy, clean, light. It was so completely opposed to

the then-dominant model of tenor playing, Coleman Hawkins’s rhapsodic,

powerful, ‘‘macho’’ tone, that it confused most black jazz musicians.∑ Young’s

combination of lightning speed, blues feeling, rhythmic balance, precise articu-

lation, and inexhaustible melodic ideas made him, in retrospect, something like

the Michael Jordan of jazz. Dizzy Gillespie called it a ‘‘cool, flowing style’’ to

emphasize Young’s long, fluid phrases, strategic use of silence and space, and

rhythmic mastery. Young’s sound and style represented a musical synthesis of

early jazz history: from his childhood on the New Orleans streets and adoles-

cence on the black vaudeville circuit to his responsiveness to white Chicagoan

influences such as Jimmy Dorsey and Bix Beiderbecke; from his mastery of the

blues and his classical virtuosity to his involvement in ‘‘the big music work-

shop’’ of early 1930s Kansas City.∏ Young influenced hundreds of white and

black musicians between 1937 and 1944. After su√ering traumatic experiences at

a southern army base in World War II, however, he withdrew into a quiet, gin-

soaked nonconformity.

Between 1945 and his death in 1959, Young’s strategies of self-insulation were

as influential on younger jazz musicians as his music.π Young’s renowned use

of hip slang influenced jazz culture, black cultural pride, white Beat Genera-

tion writers, and (through them) the counterculture of the 1960s. His prodi-

gious consumption of marijuana and alcohol, his humor, his trademark pork-

pie hat, and his silent, expressive sadness generated so much jazz lore that he

remains a model of the hip jazz musician of the period (for example, as the

character Dale Turner in the movie ’Round Midnight [1986] and Edgar Poole in

John Clellon Holmes’s novel, The Horn [1958]). He made more than $50,000 a

year during this period yet self-consciously drank himself to death in a small

room in the Alvin Hotel on Fifty-second Street, neither proud nor ashamed of

either his substance abuse or his sadness.∫ Between his continued dedication to

expressing his inner pain artistically, and the blank facial expression he wore to
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resist the white ‘‘gaze,’’ Young embodied two aspects of cool that seem contra-

dictory: expressiveness in music and emotional self-control.

There were four core African American cool concepts alive at the birth of

cool, all of which still influence contemporary ideas of cool. Cool the first: to

control your emotions and wear a mask in the face of hostile, provocative

outside forces. Cool the second: to maintain a relaxed attitude in performance

of any kind. Cool the third: to develop a unique, individual style (or sound)

that communicates something of your inner spirit. Cool the fourth: to be

emotionally expressive within an artistic frame of restraint (as in jazz or bas-

ketball). (Cool is also the word used to express aesthetic approval of such a

performance [‘‘cool!’’].) Cool can be seen as an ideal state of balance, a calm

but engaged state of mind between the emotional poles of ‘‘hot’’ (excited,

aggressive, intense, hostile) and ‘‘cold’’ (unfeeling, e≈cient, mechanistic)—in

other words, a ‘‘relaxed intensity.’’

Nelson George reflects that for young urban black men in the mid-1940s,

‘‘cool came to define a certain sartorial elegance, smooth charm, and self-

possession that . . . suggested a dude that controlled not only himself but his

environment.’’ Lester Young was a musical genius with a legendary sense of

humor who influenced hundreds of musicians during the most dynamic years

of the black migration, a time when American race relations were undergoing

a radical shift. Young’s whole life was self-consciously dedicated to being origi-

nal—in his music, in his mannerisms, in his style of detachment—as if being

original was the vital force of human life itself. He was often described as

‘‘ ‘cool’—calm, imperturbable, unhurried, and balanced in his playing and

personal demeanor.’’Ω Although Young died nearly forty years ago, longtime

rhythm and blues bandleader Johnny Otis claimed in 1993 that he ‘‘is the one

figure who stands above the entire field of music as the guiding spirit of

African American artistry.’’∞≠ In this essay I will explore the West African,

Anglo-American, African American, and popular culture roots of cool, and

show how Young’s synthesis of these materials gave birth to cool.

From Blackface Minstrels to Jazz Artists

Even among jazz musicians, Lester Young was thought of as a visitor from

another planet. A shy, reserved, and gentle man, he was a fierce musical com-

petitor but one who otherwise recoiled from interpersonal conflict. When

insulted, he pulled out a small whisk broom and brushed o√ his shoulder;

when a bigot appeared on the scene, he said softly, ‘‘I feel a draft’’; he rang a
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little bell when a fellow musician made a mistake on the bandstand. As Young’s

Basie bandmate, the guitarist Freddie Green, reflected: ‘‘Most of the things he

came up with were . . . things you’d never heard before. . . . He was a very

original man.’’∞∞ His trademarks were a slow, relaxed step no one could hurry

and the flat, black porkpie hat he had custom-made from a Victorian women’s

magazine. He seems to be one major source for the essential jazz idea that it is

more important to ‘‘tell a story’’ in a solo than to be virtuosic; his sage advice

was, ‘‘Ya gotta be original, man.’’

After 1940, Young spoke a nearly impenetrable hip slang, which more than

one fellow musician claimed it took him several months to understand.∞≤ To

express desire for something, he said ‘‘big eyes for that’’ (or ‘‘no eyes’’ if he

disapproved), an expression still used among jazz musicians; he called police-

men ‘‘Bing and Bob,’’ an old girlfriend ‘‘a wayback,’’ and white jazz musicians

‘‘gray boys’’; he addressed fellow musicians as ‘‘Lady’’ plus their last name

(Lady Basie, Lady Tate, Lady Day) and stuck many of them with permanent

nicknames.∞≥ His vocal inflections were so expressive that a New York clergy-

man called it ‘‘his personal poetry,’’ noting that ‘‘[n]o one . . . but Prez could

say [the word] ‘mother-fucker’ like music, bending the tones until it was

a blues.’’∞∂ He was that rare jazz musician whose use of hip slang ‘‘corre-

spond[ed] with the popular magazine and radio concept of a jazz musician’s

jargon . . . ‘dig,’ ‘cool’ and ‘hip’ are key words with him.’’∞∑ When jazz scholar

and producer Ross Russell called Lester Young ‘‘the greatest bohemian and

hipster in the jazz community,’’ he meant Young was an anti-authoritarian,

peace-loving, jive-talking nonconformist long before those qualities were ac-

ceptable in the average American man (black or white).∞∏

Two strains of the African American historical experience converged in the

1930s that helped create the conditions for the emergence of cool: first, a new

impatience among blacks with the historical need to mask their feelings in

front of whites; second, the fight for recognition of individual self-expression.

As blacks moved north and west and became part of the national social fabric,

a new sense of possibility arose along with economic success and this freedom

of movement. The two most important cultural forms of what Cornel West

calls ‘‘New World African modernity’’ were ‘‘a dynamic language and mobile

music’’; big-band swing and ‘‘hipster jive’’ became the portable expressions of

American society’s ‘‘perennial outsiders.’’∞π Black jazz musicians helped stimu-

late cultural pride and became national culture heroes. In validating black

vernacular culture, they helped ‘‘nurture the undercurrent of protest in the

black community between the 1930s and 1970s.’’∞∫ But until the early 1930s,

these changes were bubbling beneath the surface only.

Ironically, the confluence of black masked behavior and African American
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artistic expression first took place when blacks replaced whites as entertainers

in the business of blackface minstrelsy in the 1870s. African Americans created

a professional class of singers, dancers, musicians, and comedians ‘‘under

the cork,’’ minstrelsy being one of the only paths to success open to them in

the late nineteenth century. Blues composer and businessman W. C. Handy

claimed ‘‘the minstrel show was one of the greatest outlets for talented musi-

cians and artists.’’∞Ω Minstrel performers forever shaped American popular

comedy through character sketches, slapstick comedy, rhythmic dance (cake-

walk, tap, flash), and syncopated music.≤≠ Kansas City bandleader and arranger

Jesse Stone grew up in his family’s minstrel band, and he perceived a musical

continuity between rhythm and blues and ‘‘the flavor of things I had heard

when I was a kid.’’≤∞ But there was a serious social cost: white Americans

believed African Americans were actually like the stereotype black characters

portrayed on the idyllic southern plantation of the minstrel show: the smiling

‘‘Sambo,’’ the slow-witted, shu∆ing southern darky (Jim Crow), the northern

urban dandy (Zip Coon), the black buck, Uncle Tom, Mammy, old Uncle and

old Auntie.≤≤ These were, in Kenneth Burke’s words, the ‘‘frames of accep-

tance’’ within which whites saw blacks. The social contradictions created by

this overlap of performative skill, rhythmic genius, and smiling pretense still

confound race relations. Minstrelsy’s most enduring legacy may have been

‘‘the grinning black mask . . . embedded in American consciousness,’’ but the

power of African American cultural expression was such that a great black-

faced performer inspired perhaps the earliest definition of black cool by a

white observer, poet and physician William Carlos Williams.≤≥

In an essay entitled ‘‘Advent of the Slaves’’ (1925), Williams perceived a cer-

tain ‘‘quality’’ among his working-class African American neighbors in Pater-

son, New Jersey: ‘‘There is a solidity, a racial irreducible minimum, which gives

them poise in a world where they have no authority.’’≤∂ It’s hard to imagine a

better first definition of cool. This poise was manifested locally in the home-

spun existential philosophy of the poet’s neighbors, and publicly in the come-

dian Bert Williams’s performance of his signature song ‘‘Nobody.’’ Bert Wil-

liams was the most famous African American entertainer of the century’s first

two decades, and the first to draw large white audiences. As half of the famous

vaudeville duo Williams and Walker, he helped tone down the wilder minstrel-

derived antics into a ‘‘cooler [style that] more realistically mirrored actual

black behavior.’’≤∑ ‘‘Nobody’’ was an ode sung by a downtrodden man in tat-

tered clothes who claimed ‘‘nobody did nothin’ for him,’’ and Bert Williams

made of it a meditation on the basic rights of food, shelter, companionship,

and love, managing to ‘‘express the existential desire to be treated as a person.’’

The song was a huge hit. William Carlos Williams expressed wonder at Bert
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Williams’s ability to bring dignity to ‘‘saying nothing, dancing nothing . . . [to]

‘NOBODY,’ ’’ and then in the way he amplified his message in dance: ‘‘waggin’,

wavin’, weavin’, shakin’ . . . bein’ nothin’—with gravity, with tenderness.’’ The

poet saw beneath the mask to the ‘‘a≈rmation’’ of human existence at the heart

of all African American rituals of music and dance, the goal of imparting a

sense of ‘‘somebodiness.’’≤∏

Ralph Ellison maintained that early blackface minstrelsy was a popular

masking ritual that allowed for a ‘‘play upon possibility’’; it allowed white men

to act silly and irrational, and to express joy through movement, without

sacrificing their public face and role responsibilities.≤π Underneath the burnt

cork, in an escape from the work ethic, Christian ideals of saintly behavior, and

Republican virtue, white minstrels displayed a more tolerant humanness for

their working-class and immigrant audiences. Minstrelsy provided therapeu-

tic relief from a society whose then-heroic model required a combination of

rational thinking, virtuous public behavior, and repressed emotion—what

Ronald Takaki has termed an emotional ‘‘iron cage.’’≤∫ Although the content of

the shows often depicted African Americans as happy-go-lucky slaves, fit only

for the hard work and dependence of plantation life, clearly whites who put on

blackface were bestowing a twisted compliment on the African American

cultural elements they mocked in the sense that ‘‘imitation is the sincerest

form of flattery.’’ Eric Lott calls this conflicted admiration of African American

music, dance, humor, and movement ‘‘love and theft.’’ Ellison stated simply

that ‘‘in . . . America humanity masked its face with blackness.’’≤Ω

Why is this phenomenon related to cool? First, because the demise of

minstrelsy and the beginnings of jazz overlap in the first three decades of

the century; second, because white audiences brought old minstrel-derived

‘‘frames of acceptance’’ to their experience of the new urban music and its

musicians.≥≠ Louis Armstrong did not have to ‘‘black up,’’ yet he wore the

smiling mask of the happy-go-lucky darky on stage throughout his life. His

mainstream success was probably dependent upon allowing whites to hold on

to their ideas of white supremacy while enjoying his music as purely enter-

tainment. As Gerald Early puts it: ‘‘Did the whites love Armstrong for his

undeniably powerful musicality or because he was a one-man revival of min-

strelsy without blackface? . . . Could his genius be contained only by having it

entrapped in a halo of intolerable nostalgia, of degrading sentiment about

darkies on the southern campground?’’≥∞

Jazz musicians helped destroy these plantation-derived images, but it was a

slow process because the business of American popular entertainment had for

so long been southern business.≥≤ The very names of 1920s jazz bands and

venues tell the story of southern stereotypes come north: every city had a
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Cotton Club or a Plantation Club, a Kentucky Club or a Club Alabam; bands

drew specifically on mythic southern images (McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, the

Dixie Syncopators, the Chocolate Dandies). Plantation themes also served as

the content for much of the world-famous entertainment at Harlem’s Cotton

Club. ‘‘The whole set was like a sleepy-time down South during slavery,’’ band-

leader Cab Calloway later reflected, ‘‘[and] the idea was to make whites who

came feel like they were being catered to and entertained by black slaves.’’≥≥ The

bands of Duke Ellington and Calloway set national standards of jazz and jive,

of new African American economic success within plantation-derived frames

of acceptance. Most Americans believed in the African American ‘‘types’’ co-

invented by northern minstrels and southern slaveowners to emphasize black

inferiority, and perpetuated both by pseudo-scientific theories of racial hier-

archy and Hollywood images.≥∂

Hiding one’s feelings under the grinning black mask was a survival skill of

great importance to all black males up through World War II; a black man

could get lynched for pretending to be on equal terms with a white man under

almost any circumstances. Drummer Panama Francis remembered a man who

used to come see his band every week in his Florida hometown and every week

put a hole in his bass drum. The man always gave him five dollars to fix it, but

the drummer hated the ritual humiliation. ‘‘I used to get so mad, but I had to

smile because back in those days, you had better smile, so I smiled; but I didn’t

like it too well.’’≥∑ At the time, black sociologist Charles S. Johnson called

emotional masking ‘‘accommodation’’ to white expectations; in the vernacular

it was known as ‘‘Tomming.’’≥∏

Even the most successful African American bandleaders needed to create a

‘‘readable’’ public front. Cab Calloway played the joyful, out-of-control, ener-

getic wild man: ‘‘I was . . . energy personified.’’≥π Duke Ellington played the

debonair, gentlemanly dandy on stage; in a Downbeat profile extolling his

genius, the editor astutely noted that ‘‘he will not even talk to a white woman

without his manager . . . know[ing] too well the inflammatory moods of a

dominant race.’’≥∫ Jimmie Lunceford’s crack band of former college students

flipped their instruments in the air and tap-danced in sections as part of their

act.≥Ω The classically trained bandleader George Morrison still played the old

‘‘darky lament’’ of ‘‘Shine’’ for white audiences when he sensed any hostility—

an act he deemed ‘‘black diplomacy.’’∂≠ These bandleaders all took pride in

what was then called ‘‘showmanship’’—and they had fun on stage—but these

nonmusical gestures enabled white audiences to deemphasize the skill and

intelligence of jazz as art. Swing bandleaders were ‘‘heads of a business organi-

zation and public figures concerned with the artistic, emotional, and symbolic

function[s] of a band and its music.’’ These men were grossing as much as
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$10,000 a week in the 1930s, yet had to appeal to white expectations, had to

provide the old symbolic associations.∂∞

‘‘Tomming’’ was the racial order of the era. African American bandleaders

who totally eschewed showmanship for musical artistry in the early 1940s—for

example, Teddy Wilson and Benny Carter—never ‘‘hit’’ with the public. They

did not provide the wild energy and therapeutic escape from guilt and the

work ethic that white audiences looked for in black entertainers. ‘‘Benny’s

band never caught on too well,’’ according to saxophonist Howard Johnson.

‘‘At that time they wanted black musicians to ‘get hot,’ and nearly all bands had

gimmicks of one kind or another. They were entertainers more than musi-

cians, and we were not entertainers.’’ Teddy Wilson’s bassist Al Hall claimed,

‘‘Everybody kept saying we sounded too white.’’ George Simon, the white

editor of the jazz magazine Metronome noted, ‘‘ ‘Polite’ black bands were hard

to sell in those days.’’∂≤ Certainly many successful white bandleaders had an

identifiable gimmick or theme song, but audiences did not demand that they

ingratiate themselves as inferiors.

Lester Leaps In

It was left to a swing band’s star soloist—a performer who did not have to

engage with the audience—to start a quiet, nonviolent revolt against Tomming.

Lester Young was born and raised in Mississippi and New Orleans at a time

when to speak out against racial injustice would have meant economic death,

at the very least. Between the ages of ten and nineteen, he was a key member of

his father’s family band, the Billy Young Band, a staple attraction on the black

vaudeville circuit (the Theater Owners Booking Association, or TOBA) in the

1920s. Young was proud to have grown up in ‘‘travelin’ carnivals [and] minstrel

shows,’’ but he hated the South and spoke with pride about avoiding it as an

adult: ‘‘Only time I went through the South was with Basie.’’∂≥ Young made his

only public statement about racism at the age of fifty, two months before his

death—in France, significantly—and focused on the mask as the symbol of

black male limitation. ‘‘They want everybody who is a Negro to be a Uncle Tom

or Uncle Remus or Uncle Sam, and I can’t make it.’’∂∂ Young here clearly

identified the frames (or masks) of acceptance by which he was most often

seen: as the smiling, servile southern servant who always agreed with white

men (Uncle Tom); as the desexualized old man who distributed folk wisdom

(Uncle Remus); as the regular-guy soldier who disowned his cultural heritage

(Uncle Sam).

Willis Young, Lester’s father, was a school principal and trumpeter. He
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formed a carnival band and left the New Orleans area in the violent summer of

1919, when race riots broke out all over the country and lynchings increased for

the first time in several years. The senior Young believed the music business

held the greatest opportunities for blacks at the time; Lee Young (Lester’s

brother) remembers his father saying, ‘‘My son will never be a porter; my

daughter will never be a maid. You’re going to learn to play music.’’∂∑ The Billy

Young Family Band toured throughout the Midwest, South and Southwest,

playing carnivals, state fairs, minstrel shows, and theaters. The band was popu-

lar enough—and good enough—to have carried three future jazz giants for

short periods: Ben Webster, Cootie Williams, and John Lewis, all of whom

attested to Billy Young’s ability as a musician and teacher.

With his father as the front man during his formative years, Lester focused

on music and became the band’s musical star. His siblings and cousins smiled,

danced, and did acrobatic flips while playing, but Young grew to hate the

‘‘Uncle Tomming that went on,’’ and his idea of jiving was just to play the saxo-

phone upside down. Young was a disciplined musical apprentice; he ran scales,

practiced six to seven hours a day along with the records of classical saxophone

virtuoso Rudy Wiedoft, and synthesized Louis Armstrong’s powerful expres-

siveness with the cleaner white jazz styles of Bix Beiderbecke, Jimmy Dorsey,

and his ‘‘idol,’’ Frankie Trumbauer. The senior Young knew Lester was gifted

musically and sometimes rode him pretty hard—for example, when he forced

him to learn to read music. When his father beat him, Lester ran away for short

periods—he never could endure emotional discord—but he always returned,

and did not express any resentment toward his father in later life.∂∏

A telling example of generational change among African American men is

that Lester Young’s declaration of independence from his father dovetailed

with his rejection of southern ‘‘accommodation.’’ In January 1928, the family

band got ready for a series of Texas dates and Lester refused to go: ‘‘I told him

[his father] how it would be down there, and that we could have some fine jobs

back through Nebraska, Kansas and Iowa, but he didn’t have eyes for that.’’∂π

He said later, ‘‘I was just ready to be grown is all.’’ Young stayed behind with

two other bandmates in Salina, Kansas, and joined up with the local territory

band, Art Bronson’s Bostonians, for a year. He barnstormed for the next four

years, first touring with New Orleans legend King Oliver for a season, then

settling in Minneapolis where the grapevine spread his reputation. In 1930,

bassist and bandleader Walter Page o√ered him a spot in the legendary Okla-

homa City Blue Devils, a territory band whose nucleus later formed the foun-

dation of Count Basie’s band in Kansas City in 1935.∂∫ Young freelanced with

the Blue Devils, the Bostonians, and several Kansas City bands before joining

Basie in 1934. Young was well known enough among black musicians by 1934
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that when he temporarily replaced Coleman Hawkins in the Fletcher Hender-

son band, two leading black newspapers referred to him as ‘‘one of the most

celebrated tenor sax players in the music world.’’∂Ω

Young’s refusal to ‘‘accommodate’’ to whites was representative of a new

breed of jazz musicians, just as his cool style and nonchalant demeanor were

responses to the ‘‘hot’’ jazz of the 1920s. Until bebop, jazz was widely known as

‘‘hot music,’’ a reference to the music’s faster, syncopated rhythms, its im-

provisation, and its ability to stir up emotional and physical response. During

the ‘‘Jazz Age’’ of the 1920s, the featured soloist was in fact called the ‘‘hot man.’’

There weren’t yet many musicians who could improvise well, and the hot

man’s drive and originality propelled the jazz band to moments of peak excite-

ment and emotional release. Clarinetist Mezz Mezzrow claimed musicians first

introduced the word ‘‘swing’’ because the ‘‘unhip public’’ had taken over the

word ‘‘hot’’ and would stand by the bandstand and yell at musicians, ‘‘Come

on man, get hot! Get hot!’’∑≠ Young would help change the idea of the hot man

to the cool man.

During the swing era, the structure of Tomming began to shift. Increasing

visibility of African American cultural heroes (Joe Louis, Jessie Owens, Ethel

Waters), the success of big-band swing music, the relative freedom of northern

and western cities, the new economic and political power blacks felt after

leaving the South—all contributed to what I call the ‘‘swing hopes’’ that social

equality was around the corner. Historian Lewis Erenberg calls big-band swing

‘‘the music of the black migration,’’ and claims the musicians were walking

advertisements for urban (and urbane) northern promise.∑∞ Cab Calloway’s

bassist, Milt Hinton, said the bandleader often reminded them that their job

was to ‘‘uplift’’ people in the South and ‘‘elevate the black customer.’’∑≤ Musi-

cians validated African American vernacular culture by displaying its attitudes,

heroes, dances, phrases, foods, and sounds in song: Ellington’s ‘‘Harlem Air

Shaft,’’ Calloway’s ‘‘Pickin’ Cabbage’’ and ‘‘Chili Con Conga,’’ Basie’s ‘‘Stompin’

at the Savoy,’’ Lunceford’s ‘‘What’s Your Story, Morning Glory?’’ Looking back

from the 1970s, both Cab Calloway and Earl Hines referred to their big bands

as the first ‘‘Freedom Riders’’ who went behind enemy lines to help change

racist assumptions and inscribe a new set of urban, sophisticated images on

African Americans.∑≥

The most colorful memoir of the social and cultural leadership of big-band

swing musicians is The Autobiography of Malcolm X; nearly a quarter of the

book revolves around Malcolm X’s transformation from rural hick to hip city

slicker between 1937 and 1943. The arenas of change were the great ballrooms

where jazz heroes and dynamic dancers, speaking hip slang and sporting flam-

boyant clothes and hairstyles, took that nightly ride to a less limited future on
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the brash, loud, chugging, confident, big-band night train. Ralph Ellison re-

flected back on the sound and sight of Ellington’s band in 1930s Oklahoma:

‘‘Where in the white community . . . could there have been found . . . examples

such as these? Who were so worldly, who so elegant, who so mockingly cre-

ative? Who so skilled at their given trade and who treated the social limitations

placed in their paths with greater disdain?’’ Black jazz musicians were the

epitome of 1930s urban sophistication.∑∂

Lester Young’s contribution to these swing hopes was to help develop new

self-presentation strategies for the individual musician—without drawing on

the minstrel legacy of ‘‘the darky entertainer’’ or fading into the collective

sheen and sound of the big bands. At the time, most big band musicians wore

tuxedos or uniforms on stage, and exercised their sartorial tastes o√stage;

Young wanted to stand out onstage. His first stylistic trademark was his com-

pletely original way of holding a saxophone, up and out to the side at a 45-

degree angle.∑∑ At the start of a solo, he looked about to ‘‘paddle a canoe’’; once

he really got going, it became ‘‘almost horizontal.’’∑∏ He held it high in the air

and blew musical worlds into the sky: fast, rhythmic flights of musical con-

sciousness. It drove audiences wild.

Ralph Ellison caught the saxophonist’s dramatic synthesis of sight and sound

in 1929 when Lester Young was an unknown twenty-year-old kid in the great

territory band, the Blue Devils:

[an] intense young musician . . . who, with his heavy white sweater, blue

stocking cap and up-and-out-thrust silver saxophone left absolutely no reed

player and few young players of any instrument unstirred by the wild,

excitingly original flights of his imagination. . . . Lester Young . . . with his

battered horn upset the entire Negro section of town . . . [We tried] to

absorb and transform the Youngian style.∑π

At twenty, Young stood out with a stocking cap and sweater, perhaps adapted

from the popular collegiate look of the 1920s. (All dance bands played colleges

regularly.) Fourteen years later, Young was a world-famous hipster, and a white

soldier experienced some of the same ‘‘upset’’ seeing him perform with the Al

Sears band at a USO show at a Texas air force base: ‘‘Lester was working with a

fine group of Negro musicians . . . [but] when he stepped out in front with his

pork-pie hat and dark glasses (no USO monkey suit for him), he blew the

crackers, the hayseeds, and even we studiedly casual easterners right out of our

seat.’’∑∫

Young made the saxophone into a new weapon, an instrument of speed and

flight; standing still, he sounded like he was taking o√. Americans were ob-

sessed with aviation in the 1930s: Charles Lindbergh flew solo across the Atlan-
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tic right before the decade started and Superman first appeared in the skies

over Metropolis toward the end. Young belongs in their company: he flew

across the middle ground, a man riding atop a big-band train. One jazz scholar

has suggested that the jazzman’s horn had an iconic sexual value as a phallic

symbol at a time when any assertion of African American male sexuality was

a matter of life or death. Perhaps holding up your ‘‘horn’’—also known as an

‘‘ax’’—mediated a joyful celebration of individual black male creative energy:

physical, sensual, sexual, intellectual.∑Ω That Young brought the horn down in

front of him during the mid-1940s underscores the sexual symbolism. The

Beat novelist Jack Kerouac, ever on the lookout for models of masculinity,

judged Young’s mood over time from how he held the saxophone, from his

glory days ‘‘holding his horn high,’’ to ‘‘when he let his horn half fall down,’’

through the time ‘‘when all our horns came down.’’∏≠

Young’s soaring saxophone style was ‘‘cool’’ because he generated excite-

ment without getting excited; he stayed cool. He dazzled listeners’ minds with

rhythmic surprise and melodic ideas, not technique or flash. As his Basie

bandmate Harry Edison described his solos: ‘‘He didn’t put a whole lot of

notes in a solo. He put the right note in the right place at the right time. . . . His

timing was perfect.’’∏∞ The cool message came through Young’s rhythmic con-

trol—surefooted solos in which he cut lightly across the shouting brass and

crisp rhythms, maintaining his own personal beat even while being shouted at

by three trombones and a drummer. The cool message came through Young’s

fast, smooth, floating tone, a rebellion against the heavy, powerful style of the

tenor’s primogenitor, Coleman Hawkins.∏≤ Young’s friend and Basie alto saxo-

phonist Earle Warren wondered even in 1980, ‘‘A thing I’ve never been able to

figure out . . . is why so many black players followed Lester and so many white

ones did.’’ Young had synthesized what were then seen as black strengths

(speed, rhythmic depth, emotional feeling) with the strengths of white musi-

cians (purity of tone, precise attack, ‘‘clean’’ phrasing).∏≥

Young’s second contribution to individual self-expression on the bandstand

was the strategic use of sunglasses. Young was the first jazz musician to wear

sunglasses on stage (indoors and outdoors).∏∂ Long before Charlie Parker and

Miles Davis became famous for turning their backs on the audience, Young

recognized the use of shades as a mask to deflect the gaze of others without

causing conflict, and to create an air of mystery. In July 1938, he wore some-

thing resembling wraparound plastic shades on the stage of the Swing Jam-

boree at Randall’s Island in New York City, a concert featuring twenty-six

bands that drew 25,000 young people.∏∑ He looked calm and aloof amid a

noisy, joyous, outdoor throng; the Basie band seemed excited but Young was

detached and dispassionate. Sunglasses became a key element of the stylistic
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rebellion of black jazz musicians in the postwar era, perhaps the primary

symbol of the cool mask.

Third, Young introduced the idea of ‘‘relaxation’’ into jazz soloing and

combined a revolutionary use of silence, space, and accent into the structure of

a solo (his cool, flowing style).∏∏ For example, on Count Basie’s ‘‘Doggin’

Around’’ (1939), Young starts his solo by holding one note for the whole bar,

slides into a long, fluid line for six bars, then lays out for four beats.∏π Count

Basie’s rhythm section was a key element in Young’s ability to soar. Universally

considered ‘‘the greatest percussion combination in the history of jazz,’’ the

depth of its groove freed the soloists from having to accentuate the beat. The

big band was often a fast, loud, chugging, shouting machine, but Basie’s band

created an easy, relaxed swing beat—call it a cool groove—that revolutionized

big-band swing.∏∫ Young sometimes soared over the rhythm, but more often

set up exciting cross-rhythms and musical tension with his phrasing; according

to Wilfrid Mellers, Basie’s band brought creative conflict into swing music.∏Ω

Drummer Jo Jones insisted that just keeping the reins on the band took all his

energy: ‘‘I didn’t need to worry about [competing with drummers] Gene

Krupa or Buddy Rich, I was catching hell sitting up there, trying to play in

Basie’s band.’’π≠ The implicit challenge of playing in Basie’s band was to main-

tain one’s individuality in the face of a powerful collective rhythmic drive. Here

then is the first contribution of big-band swing to African American cool: a

cultural form that publicly displayed the fight for individual self-expression

within a larger unit.π∞

Young spent his happiest and most productive years (1934–1940) with the

Basie band, first in Kansas City and later in New York. Before living in Kansas

City, Young did not curse or drink or smoke pot or speak that ‘‘funny lan-

guage.’’π≤ He seemed an inwardly focused dreamer, a musical artist for whom

‘‘the grinning black mask’’ had no meaning. Kansas City, however, was the Las

Vegas of the Midwest in the early 1930s, a wide-open town where the clubs

never closed and Prohibition was not recognized as law. Mayor Tom Pen-

dergast’s corrupt political machine was run in service to the big farmers, cattle

ranchers, and oilmen of the region. ‘‘If you want to see some sin, forget about

Paris and go to Kansas City,’’ an Omaha journalist wrote at the time.π≥ It was a

lively city with steady work, a strong African American community, and so

much music cooking in the street that ‘‘people walked in time’’ said Jo Jones, . . .

‘‘in swing-time.’’ The Basie band worked seven nights a week, from 9 p.m. to

5 a.m., and Young loved every minute of it: ‘‘I’d sit up all night and wait to go to

work.’’π∂ Then he would make the round of local jam sessions, and jam until

noon or one o’clock. Impresario John Hammond wrote of Young in 1936: ‘‘He

is the kind of guy who just likes to make music, with the result that he is always
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to be found jamming in some unlikely joint.’’ Legendary trumpeter Roy El-

dridge reflected that Young ‘‘was always a cat who loved to play.’’π∑

Kansas City jam sessions resonated with both western frontier aesthetics

and African American humor. Musicians in what were known as ‘‘the territory

bands’’ thought of their artistry ‘‘in terms of self-reliant individualism . . .

[in terms of] performances associated with violent contests and gunfights.’’π∏

Trumpeter Buck Clayton remembers his experience when he first came from

California to join the Basie band in Kansas City, and word got out that he

would be at the Sunset Club that night:

[A]fter a few minutes about two more trumpet players came in and started

jamming . . . I figured we’d all have a ball. Then about half an hour later in

came about three more trumpet players. . . . Then, as the evening went on,

more and more trumpet players came into blow. To me, it seemed as if they

were coming from all directions.ππ

When the tenor saxophone’s reigning king, Coleman Hawkins, came through

with the Fletcher Henderson band in 1934, he got ‘‘hung up’’ at the Cherry

Blossom all night, battling the tenor saxophonists Ben Webster, Lester Young,

and Herschel Evans—all mostly unknown at the time—in perhaps the most

famous jam session in jazz history. At four in the morning, Ben Webster

begged the pianist Mary Lou Williams to get out of bed: ‘‘Get up, pussycat,

we’re jammin’ and all the pianists are tired out now. Hawkins has got his shirt

o√ and is still blowing.’’π∫ Following that session, Hawkins ruined his car’s

engine making the Henderson band’s next gig in St. Louis.

Lee Young, Lester’s brother and a fine jazz drummer himself, saw this

gunslinging attitude as the motivation for Lester’s jam-session prowling: ‘‘Any-

one who picked up a saxophone, you know, Lester wanted some of it . . . he

really wanted to see who was the better man. It would be just like a prize fighter

or a wrestler.’’ Young was a jam-session legend, renowned for his competitive

zeal and his fertile imagination. Billie Holiday bragged that Young could blow

fifteen choruses in a row, ‘‘each one prettier than the last.’’ ‘‘It took him several

choruses to get started,’’ commented the less partisan Kansas City jazz pianist

Mary Lou Williams, ‘‘then, brother, what a horn.’’πΩ Perhaps Young spent so

much time in jam sessions because it was the only public forum in American

life where black and white adult men exchanged ideas in a relaxed atmo-

sphere.∫≠ At jam sessions, African American men could display excellence

unmasked—in their own faces—and receive respect from peers (both black

and white) in a relaxed-but-competitive African American ritual. The Count

Basie Orchestra brought this kind of gunslinging attitude to New York City

when John Hammond brought them east in 1936.∫∞
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From the moment the band came to New York until Young was drafted into

the army in 1944, he enjoyed the universal admiration of jazz musicians. Al-

though he was erratically employed after quitting the band in 1940, he was a

brand-name player. Record reviewers referred to other saxophonists as ‘‘Lester

Youngish’’; arch-rival Coleman Hawkins named him number one among tenor

saxophonists for originality and flow of musical ideas; Benny Goodman had

Young sit in with his band for a recording session, insulting his regular tenor

player.∫≤ Up-and-coming tenors like Dexter Gordon and the young John Col-

trane favored Young’s sound over that of Hawkins.∫≥ Trumpeter Joe Newman

saw Young at Alabama State College and was awed by his ‘‘flamboyant style . . . I

mean it was smooth, it was easy, and it flowed so freely that it excited me.’’∫∂

In 1943, Young starred in the best jazz film of the period, Jammin’ the Blues.

Life magazine photographer Gjon Mili directed the Academy Award–nomi-

nated ten-minute short, and made jazz icons of Young’s porkpie hat, his float-

ing, expressive tone, his relaxed, aloof manner, and his blank, pained facial

expression.∫∑ When Harlem jam-session enthusiast Jack Kerouac wrote that

Lester Young had ‘‘put it all together for his generation just as Armstrong had

for his,’’ he meant Young had combined a new sound and self-presentation style

to produce one of the nation’s greatest artistic voices of the World War II era.

White (Anglo) Cool and Black (West African) Cool

In Anglo-American culture, the adjective ‘‘cool’’ reflects the ability to repress

one’s emotions to think more clearly and to e√ect a more ‘‘objective’’ intellec-

tual analysis. The archetypal cool characters of American popular culture—the

private detective of film noir (Bogart), the western gunslinger (John Wayne,

Clint Eastwood, the Lone Ranger), the existential motorcycle wanderer—are

untamable, self-su≈cient male loners who create and live by private codes

of ethics; they exist as ‘‘free radicals’’ on the fringes of society and cultivate a

calm impudence regarding social norms. In the vernacular they were called

‘‘cool characters’’—nonconformist, unpredictable, mysterious, adept at vio-

lence. There is an unbroken line from the Enlightenment philosophical ideal

of living in ‘‘the middle state’’ between heaven and earth to the classic com-

posure of the English gentleman and the stereotypical British reserve of fic-

tional models such as Sherlock Holmes and James Bond.∫∏ Anglo-American

cool characters are existential loners valued for the ability to repress emotion

and resist temptation (women, money) in exchange for an unimpeachable

reputation for straight talk and the self-satisfaction of seeking the ‘‘Truth.’’

Among many West African peoples—especially the Yoruba, whose cultural
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legacy is strongest in the Americas—‘‘coolness’’ has associations with smooth-

ness, balance, silence, and order.∫π Robert Farris Thompson first noticed the

importance of ‘‘cool’’ across the African diaspora—in West Africa, the Carib-

bean, and the United States. Thompson found thirty-five West African lan-

guages with conceptions of what Yorubans call ‘‘mystic coolness’’ (or itutu), a

philosophical concept with associations such as ‘‘discretion, healing, rebirth,

newness, purity.’’ There are many similarities between West African cool and

Anglo-American cool: emotional control, the calm face, a demeanor ‘‘com-

posed, collected, unru∆ed, nonchalant, imperturbable, detached’’ (especially

in time of stress). There is, however, no West African equivalent of the Euro-

pean idea of ‘‘icy determination’’ or ‘‘cold e≈ciency.’’ In addition, the West

African ‘‘mask of coolness’’ is admired in the midst of pleasure as well as stress,

and has the connotation of healing. In West Africa, a cool action can ‘‘cool the

heart,’’ or ‘‘make a country safe.’’ Coolness is also associated with silence: to

‘‘cool one’s mouth’’ (keep a ‘‘cool tongue’’) is to keep strategically silent (i.e.,

‘‘cool it’’). A common meaning of cool is to ‘‘restore order.’’∫∫

In public rituals of music and dance, coolness is a force of community—of

maintaining the social order. A cool West African performer stimulates the

participation of others and thus generates community. For example, a master

drummer directs the generation of continuous, building rhythms to create a

solid foundation for the contributions of dancers; he shows coolness by con-

trasting the propulsive rhythms he creates with steady, calm execution in

motion. A dancer might do the reverse, and use accelerated steps to work

against slow, steady drumming. Both provide a model of coping with dynamic

forces with grace, expressiveness, and composure.∫Ω As a West African, then, to

be cool is to participate actively in an event while maintaining a detached

attitude. The symbol of one’s coolness is the relaxed, smiling face.

American anthropologist John Miller Cherno√ apprenticed for years with a

West African master drummer named Ibrahim Abdulai, a Dagomba man who

described cool as a kind of spiritual calm displayed in performance: ‘‘[The

word] ‘baalim’ is not ‘cool’ in the way that water or the weather is cool, but

rather it means ‘slow’ or ‘gentle.’ . . . The one who has learned well, he plays

with understanding, and he has added his sense and cooled his heart’’ (emphasis

added). The pun of sense/cents is useful. To add ‘‘your two cents’’ is an Ameri-

can capitalist metaphor of participation and it means to give your opinion. In

Dagomba musical ritual, you add musical ‘‘sense’’ to the rhythmic discussion.

Ibrahim declared that only the old men play coolly; they understand the

essence of being ‘‘generous’’ with their rhythms, whereas the young men are

too busy ‘‘taking big steps and shaking their bodies when they dance’’—in other

words, hot-dogging. He contrasted the di√usion of sound to coarse, thudding,
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heavy ‘‘beating,’’ and pointed out that when a drummer is uncool, he is relieved

from his job: ‘‘Sometimes when we are playing hard and then come to make

everything cool, and the one who knows only force is beating, we just hold his

hand and collect his stick so that he won’t play again.’’Ω≠

Coolness is thus an aesthetic attitude of participation e√ected through an

individual’s ability to contribute his or her own rhythms to a larger communal

event. At a West African musical event, everyone is expected to lend energy—

and their individual styles—to the larger ‘‘beat.’’ West African cool is less about

striving for the middle state than about partaking of both extremes—the

‘‘sweet’’ and the ‘‘pain’’—in public ritual without losing control. Cool balances

the duality of hot and cold, of propulsive rhythms and smooth execution, of

call and response. Just as colors opposite each other on the color wheel (say,

blue and orange) bring out the most intense dynamics in each other, to ‘‘cool

one’s head’’ is first to heat it up—as when eating hot, spicy foods in the

summer—so as to detoxify the built-up stress. Coolness concerns balancing

opposites, with style and without being average or conformist.

For a West African dancer, the analogy to cool, gentle drumming is the

ability to maintain ‘‘facial serenity.’’ A dancer often keeps time to three or more

rhythms, using di√erent parts of the body to dialogue with di√erent rhythms.

When a dancer smiles through this hard work, she celebrates the rhythms and

her own vitality by implying that these graceful motions, this dialogue with the

drums, is e√ortless, easy, no sweat, a piece of cake. The ‘‘mask of coolness’’

shows serenity of mind and mastery of the body: the cool performer thus

shares with the community the joy of one’s body, the pleasure one gets in

contributing beauty and greace to an event, the skill in producing a distinctive

rhythm that links up with other rhythms.Ω∞ The objective is to display a relaxed

sense of control, to turn di≈cult physical acts into smooth, fluid, easy motion.

This idea of ‘‘relaxation’’ does not exist in the Anglo-American ‘‘cool’’ model.

The salient di√erence between West African and Anglo-American ideas of

cool rests in the relationship of individual action to the community. Anglo-

American cool figures ‘‘save’’ the community from external threats (criminals,

governmental corruption, social stratification) but do not participate in the

community; West African–derived cool performers generate community by

drawing the crowd into the performance and challenging others to equal their

performance. The goal of a drummer’s or dancer’s maintenance of rhythms is

to add depth and texture to the event—an event maintained collectively through

the ‘‘beat.’’ The display of physical mastery—of being ‘‘cool in motion’’—calls

forth competitors to share the honor and glory of recognized excellence.

Perhaps American jam sessions were the kind of public ritual in which West

African coolness was admired and called forth. No one was paid to play and yet
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everyone was expected to contribute, often until they wore themselves out. In

other words, this African American musical event provided an opportunity to

express ‘‘excellence’’ of personal character in relation to other participants. As

Kansas City pianist Mary Lou Williams explained about jam sessions, ‘‘My

whole thing is to needle the man [musician] to play their best for anybody who

is soloing because if he plays a good solo then I have inspiration to play.’’Ω≤ This

kind of competition was as common among African American dancers as

among musicians.

The legacy of West African coolness to African American cool centers on

the transition from community ritual performance to American popular en-

tertainment, and it reflects three non-European strategies. First, playing ‘‘hot’’

or ‘‘cool’’ is a West African idea, as Thompson notes. ‘‘It is cool to sweeten hurt

with song and motion; it is hot to concentrate on the pain.’’ Second, in the

dialogue between the drummers and dancers, the boundary between per-

former and audience dissolves. Third, ‘‘relaxed, e√ortless grace’’ in a musical

or dance performance is a valued achievement.

Jazz musicians seemingly had no direct access to the hot and cool modes of

West African performance beyond an untraceable continuity in Mississippi

Delta and New Orleans culture; for example, there is no indication that Lester

Young thought of his style as cool playing in an African mode. Yet this quality

still exists today within traditional jazz values. In the recent book What Jazz Is,

a young jazz musician emphasizes the importance of striving for ‘‘relaxed

intensity,’’ explaining that when he would coast, his teacher would drive him

harder, yet when he became too ‘‘hot,’’ he was told he was ‘‘too intense.’’Ω≥

The contrast between propulsive rhythms and gentle execution is the es-

sence of Lester Young’s cool musical revolution in the big-band era. Pianist

Oscar Peterson claimed Young could ‘‘cool’’ any song and any rhythm section.

‘‘Lester . . . had this remarkable ability to transmit beauty from within himself

to the rhythm section . . . [He would] play some lines that were so relaxed that,

even at a swift tempo, the rhythm section would relax.’’ Two cardinal qualities

of all African music are ‘‘propulsive rhythms’’ and the ‘‘clash of rhythms.’’Ω∂

Unlike swing tempo, which was called the ‘‘push-beat,’’ or playing ‘‘on top of

the beat’’ (one dancer called it the ‘‘kicking-your-ass’’ beat), the Basie band

played slightly behind the beat.Ω∑ Young was the best solo exemplar of this style.

Using long, flowing phrases punctuated by held notes and short honks, Young

took his relaxed time during his solos as if to wait and see where the band was

headed, setting o√ the collective rhythmic drive by coming up behind its

power. Many scholars have pointed out that his solos set up cross-rhythms

within the call-and-response of the big band sections. But while adding his
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‘‘sense’’ to the big-band message, Young always kept in mind a Romantic-

derived artistic concept of self-expression: ‘‘musicians wishing to say some-

thing really vital must learn to express their feelings with a minimum of

outside influence.’’Ω∏ Jazz composer Johnny Carisi described how a typical

Young solo provoked participation from other musicians: ‘‘Just when you

think he had done it [was finished], he would, like, back o√ a little bit, he

would goof and then descend on you again, only more so than before, [and]

get everybody crazy, man.’’Ωπ

At jam sessions Young may have acted as a western gunslinger, but as a

swing band musician, he saw his role as something akin to a West African

master drummer.Ω∫ Young claimed he ‘‘missed the dancers’’ of the swing era,

and specifically the dialogue of dancers and musicians. ‘‘I wish jazz were played

more often for dancing,’’ he reflected in 1956. ‘‘I have a lot of fun playing for

dances because I like to dance, too. The rhythm of the dancers comes back to

you when you’re playing. When you’re playing for dancing, it all adds up to

playing the right tempo. After three or four tempos, you find the tempo they

like. What they like changes from dance date to dance date.’’ΩΩ Young and the

band found their musical cues by judging the ‘‘tempo’’ of each evening and

each audience. At a time when many musicians and critics were trying to make

jazz into a concert form, and saw dancing as the main symbol of commercial-

ism, Young was proud of his function—his ‘‘job’’—to increase the level of

participation of the dancers.

Young is, of course, not the only carrier of West African cool aesthetics into

American popular culture between the wars. For example, there was an enor-

mous reciprocal development between jazz and African American vernacular

dance. As early as 1925, ‘‘jazz drummers were getting ideas from tap dancers,’’

and many swing-era drummers were originally tap dancers.∞≠≠ In the 1920s,

jazz musicians and chorus-line dancers in floor shows caught one another’s

rhythms, leading to a more sophisticated and elastic groove. The lindy hoppers

at the Savoy Ballroom would stand in front of the band and beat out the

rhythm they wanted the band to play, an action common in West Africa (and

in rural black America) and uncommon elsewhere in American society.∞≠∞

Most pre-bebop jazz musicians were good dancers and proud of it. As the

pianist and composer James P. Johnson reflected, ‘‘All of us used to be proud of

our dancing—Louis Armstrong, for instance, was considered the finest dancer

among the musicians. It made for attitude and stance when you walked into a

place and it made you strong with the gals.’’∞≠≤

Another factor in the dissemination of West African cool aesthetics in

American society during the swing era was the emergence of the modern trap-
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set drummer. Drummer-leaders such as Gene Krupa, Chick Webb, Jo Jones,

and Buddy Rich came to have responsibilities more akin to the master drum-

mers of West Africa than to the classical percussionist. In the 1920s, the drum-

mer was thought of as a ‘‘time-keeper,’’ not even a musician; in classical music,

only the conductor controls the performance.∞≠≥ In a big band, jazz musicians

needed a more solid rhythmic foundation—a clearer set of cues—both to

ground the more complex sound and to support their solos. In a sense, the role

of the dancers in a West African ritual had been replaced by the interaction

between the rhythm section and the melody instruments. As the pioneering

black folklorist Willis Lawrence James wrote in 1945, ‘‘The rhythmic feeling of

the players, which would otherwise find expression in the dance, is expressed

through the instruments.’’∞≠∂

As the classical composer Igor Stravinsky observed about jazz, ‘‘the percus-

sion and bass . . . function as a central-heating system. They must keep the

temperature ‘cool,’ [or] not cool.’’∞≠∑ Since the drummer commands the most

potentially dynamic sonic forces, it becomes his job to manage the band’s

dynamics. Duke Ellington’s drummer, Sonny Greer, explained how this worked

in a live performance: ‘‘A guy, naturally, playing a solo, he gets over-energetic

and he has a tendency to turn loose. You’ve got to hold it. Right away he wants to

take it up to the sky. But no, we have to hold him down.’’∞≠∏ Legendary drummer

Chick Webb called swing tempo ‘‘the push beat,’’ because he ‘‘pushed’’ each

individual soloist according to his needs: held him down or kicked him into

gear. Count Basie said plainly: ‘‘The drummer is the boss of the band, not the

bandleader. If the drummer’s not right, nothing’s happening.’’∞≠π

Jazz drumming has roots in military drumming, brass bands, minstrel

bands, circus bands, and the pit-drumming for silent movies. But the role

of the jazz drummer came of age in the swing era and the primary influences

on the music were ‘‘African percussive techniques.’’∞≠∫ Significantly, the now-

standard trap set emerged between the world wars: the bass-drum pedal, the

hi-hat, and brushes were invented; Chinese cymbals and the African-derived

tom-toms were added. The modern drummer arrived at the head of a drum

battery that combined the functions of four African drummers into one per-

cussion point man.∞≠Ω

That the term ‘‘cool’’ arose in this period seems like either a remarkable his-

torical accident, a semantic mystery, or an indication that African-American

oral tradition carries more Africanisms than has been suspected. Yet as impor-

tant as was Young’s adaptation of West African cool into African American

sound and style, his adaptation of the Anglo-American pose of repressing

emotion was an even more important symbol of the post-war cool of African

American males.
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The Cool Remove from Cold War America

Being cool (that is, toward white people) reflected the disappointment of

African Americans in the progress toward social equality during World War II.

Cool was ‘‘an attitude that really existed,’’ according to Amiri Baraka, who

defines it this way: ‘‘To be cool was . . . to be calm, even unimpressed, by what

horror the world might daily propose . . . [such as] the deadingly predictable

mind of white America.’’∞∞≠ In the early 1940s, examples abounded. Labor

leader A. Philip Randolph had to threaten a march on Washington before

President Franklin Roosevelt would open up federal defense jobs to African

Americans by executive order in 1941. Race riots broke out in several major

cities in the summer of 1943 as whites rejected the presence of African Ameri-

cans in their neighborhoods and in the workplace. The internment of Japanese

Americans was a scary, foreboding precedent of racial judgment and dis-

franchisement. Harlem’s famous Savoy Ballroom—a national symbol of social

equality—was temporarily padlocked for the summer of 1943 on the patently

false charge that black hostesses were selling sex to white servicemen. Black

soldiers endured virulent racism from their own (white American) o≈cers,

served in separate units and were generally assigned as mess attendants.∞∞∞

African Americans recognized the irony of fighting in Jim Crow regiments

against an enemy, Nazi Germany, that believed in white supremacy when they

faced their own version of race war at home. As a young black college graduate

put it in a 1943 Chester Himes novel, ‘‘As long as the Army is Jim Crowed, a

Negro who fights in it is fighting against himself.’’∞∞≤ The editors of the influen-

tial black weekly, The Pittsburgh Courier, called for a two-front patriotism

known as the ‘‘Double-V campaign’’: victory against fascism abroad and rac-

ism at home.∞∞≥ It was necessary to hide one’s feelings behind ‘‘a bullet-proof

vest known as cool,’’ Ralph Ellison reflected, which was less a matter of Hem-

ingway’s heroic ‘‘grace under pressure . . . than of good common sense.’’∞∞∂

Lester Young su√ered in a personal microcosm of America’s domestic race

war. Drafted in September of 1944 by an undercover agent who followed the

Basie band in a zoot suit, he was denied a musical assignment at a base band by

a middle-class African American bandleader who thought he lacked proper

musical education.∞∞∑ His inability to submit to discipline drew the attention

and hostility of his commanding o≈cer, who soon found marijuana and

barbiturates in his trunk. Young was court-martialed in a Kafkaesque trial in

which he calmly admitted his long-term drug use and proudly claimed he had

never harmed a man; he was sentenced to nearly a year in solitary at Fort

Gordon, Georgia, where he was often beaten. He occasionally got a break from

the solitude because the members of the all-white big band at that base wanted
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Young to practice with them. Every day, a white trumpeter would pick him up

from the African American side of the camp, and both had to play-act their

southern caste-roles. The trumpeter would say, ‘‘Come on, nigger,’’ and Young

would answer ‘‘Yessir, boss.’’ Young rarely discussed his army experience. He

wrote one song to commemorate it (‘‘D.B. Blues’’ or ‘‘Detention Barracks

Blues’’) and in a 1948 interview said simply: ‘‘[It was a] nightmare, man, one

mad nightmare. They sent me down South, Georgia. That was enough to make

me blow my top. It was a drag.’’∞∞∏

When Young returned to playing in 1945, many writers and musicians com-

mented on his blank face, his weary stride, and the lack of joy in his playing.

Young ‘‘numbed his feelings . . . with much alcohol and some marijuana and

hid behind a disguise—his long . . . face, expressionless as a mummy’s—that he

seldom removed even among the few people he trusted.’’∞∞π Many writers and

musicians of the time pinpointed the musical end of Young’s legendary career

as his induction into the army, and discussed his post-war life as a version of

the tragic artist myth.∞∞∫ This myth of Young’s dissipation has been overstated,

as many recordings of 1946–47 show, but he was a less consistent player after

the war, and his playing often lacked the old joie de vivre.∞∞Ω

Still, young jazz musicians—both black and white—consistently called

Young ‘‘a beautiful man,’’ and commented on his good humor, his gentle

humanness, his ‘‘balanced mind.’’∞≤≠ Young’s silence helped him keep his san-

ity; more than a few young musicians declared him to be the sanest, most

human man in their experience. Many white writers observed that Young

avoided the company of whites, and wondered aloud why he didn’t play the

way he used to.∞≤∞ Young always told them, in e√ect, ‘‘that was then, this is

now’’; it was not his job to be who he was in 1939, but rather to ask, ‘‘what are

you going to play today?’’ Though Young treated white jazz musicians warmly,

he did keep most other whites at arm’s length and at a masked remove. By

keeping a blank face and rejecting a ‘‘get-along’’ attitude, Young refused to play

up to white expectations in public encounters. Young’s solitary resistance re-

flected a larger movement among African American writers and musicians to

reject the old racial order of accommodation and Tomming.

Between 1938 and 1952, four major African American male writers and

musicians used their art to rebel against accommodation by symbolically exe-

cuting the figure of Uncle Tom. In Richard Wright’s first collection of short

stories, Uncle Tom’s Children (1938), every male protagonist (literally, every son

of Uncle Tom) either shoots a white man or refuses the orders of a white man.

In 1941, Duke Ellington and a team of Hollywood writers put together a theatri-

cal revue called ‘‘Jump for Joy,’’ whose objective was to ‘‘take Uncle Tom out
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of the theatre [and] eliminate the stereotyped image that had been exploited

by Hollywood and Broadway.’’∞≤≤ In Chester Himes’s 1943 story, ‘‘Heaven Has

Changed,’’ a soldier fighting overseas in World War II dreams he is back in a

southern cotton field, where he stumbles upon a funeral procession of old

sharecroppers who tell him simply, ‘‘Ol’ Uncle Tom is dead.’’ And the first

spoken lines in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952) comprise a deathbed con-

fession by the protagonist’s grandfather, who explains that Tomming was actu-

ally a sophisticated form of rebellion. ‘‘Our [African American] life is a war,’’ he

exclaims, and implores his grandson to keep up the grinning and shu∆ing:

‘‘overcome ’em with yeses, undermine ’em with grins, agree ’em to death and

destruction, let ’em swoller you till they vomit or bust wide open.’’ Ellison later

wrote that this scene was ‘‘a rejection of a current code . . . a denial become

metaphysical.’’∞≤≥

The nameless, faceless central character of Invisible Man symbolizes the

larger black migration of the time—the South come north—and Ellison evoked

the tense temporary balance between swing hopes of equality and the survival

skill needed to act inferior before whites. Invisible Man comes up north with

the hope that social equality is within reach, and finally rejects all the limited,

preconceived conceptions of African American possibility. He finds that all

black men in the novel wear masks in front of whites with authority; Invisible

Man watches with disgust as even the president of his black college ‘‘compose[s]

his face into a bland mask’’ before meeting with the school’s white trustee.

Like Lester Young, Invisible Man was the symbol of a generation that re-

fused to live by accommodation. Yet the novel ends with him living under-

ground; without the old plantation stereotypes, there is no new ‘‘face’’ for

him to wear.∞≤∂ Invisible Man has but one clue as to the new ‘‘mask’’ of self-

preservation: before he goes underground, he observes a new quiet style among

young black men on the street—the serious, introspective silent mask Young

helped provide.

It was as though I’d never seen their like before: Walking slowly, their

shoulders swaying, their legs swinging from their hips in trousers that

ballooned upward from cu√s fitting snug about their ankles; their coats

long and hip-tight. . . . These fellows whose bodies seemed—what had one

of my teachers said to me?—‘You’re like one of these African sculptures’. . . .

They seemed to move like dancers in some kind of funeral ceremony,

swaying, going forward, their black faces secret . . . the heavy heel-plated

shoes making a rhythmical tapping as they moved . . . they were men

outside of historical time. . . . Men of transition whose faces were immobile.∞≤∑
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They were new to Harlem, these cool boys in their zoot suits, long coats,

quiet, blank faces, rhythmic strides, ‘‘speak[ing] a jived-up transitional lan-

guage full of country glamour.’’ Nelson George believes this new style was a

direct consequence of the black migration as ‘‘many Southern boys now wise

to the concrete jungle started to move with a fluid, no-sweat attitude every-

body called ‘cool’ . . . [C]ool was clearly an African-urban thing.’’∞≤∏ The new

response to the white gaze of superiority was to drop the grinning black

mask—the symbol that everything was all right—and cool the face. In a novel

based on the rejection of masks, the cool mask provides the only new strategy

of self-preservation.

Just as black male writers killed o√ Uncle Tom, bebop musicians such as

trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie targeted Louis Armstrong’s ‘‘plantation image’’ for

execution. Gillespie honored Armstrong’s trumpet playing but never his stage

persona: ‘‘Handkerchief over his head, grinning in the face of white racism, I

never hesitated to say I didn’t like it.’’ Gillespie, who admitted the need for a

new public style, a√ected a pose of nonchalance. His hip, ironic style became

the prototype of beatnik chic: beret, black-rimmed glasses, goatee, hip slang.∞≤π

Both Miles Davis and Charlie Parker became legends for literally turning their

backs on audiences,∞≤∫ and other bebop musicians kept a cool silence on stage

as befits classical musicians (artists) while playing the ‘‘willfully harsh, anti-

assimilationist sound of be-bop.’’∞≤Ω By refusing the role of ‘‘entertainer,’’ bebop

musicians displayed a cool remove from mainstream American assumptions,

rebelling simultaneously against both masked modes of behavior and the so-

ciety’s disrespect of jazz. According to Orrin Keepnews, a white jazz producer

of the time, the bebop rebellion was ‘‘brought to the surface by the ferment of

the war years . . . [and] reflected a protest against the position of the Negro

[and] against the position of the Negro entertainer.’’∞≥≠

Lester Young was an elder statesman at the famous jam sessions at Minton’s

and Monroe’s Uptown House where bebop was created, and was a familiar

musical presence to all the bebop pioneers (Gillespie, Parker, Kenny Clarke,

Thelonious Monk). In his 1979 autobiography, when Dizzy Gillespie calls the

roll of musicians he has outlived and wants to pay tribute to, the only pre-

bebop (and non-bebop) musician he names is Lester Young.∞≥∞

Lester Young was the musical and stylistic bridge between Louis Armstrong’s

sambo act and Charlie Parker’s audience-defying artistry. Parker’s musical

mentor was alto saxophonist Buster Smith, but he grew up watching and

worshiping Young from the wings of the Reno Club in Kansas City, and often

said he ‘‘attended Lester Young University.’’ Parker took Young’s first records

with him on a six-month gig in the Ozark Mountains, and memorized each

solo note for note. Young once told him the challenge of music was to use your
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whole body to create a personal sound, ‘‘to shape the air.’’∞≥≤ ‘‘I was crazy about

Lester,’’ Parker once claimed. ‘‘He played so clean and beautiful. But . . . our

ideas ran on di√erently.’’∞≥≥ A 1943 photograph of Earl Hines’s big band pro-

vides iconographic evidence of Parker’s adaptation of Young’s nonconformist

stage stance: he sits at the end of the front row, sunglasses on, legs splayed,

seemingly detached, as if leaning away from the saxophone section.∞≥∂ It is

Parker—more than any other bebop musician—who used Young’s hip slang to

avoid conversation with those fans and writers who idolized him, turning core

hipster terms like ‘‘cool,’’ ‘‘heavy,’’ ‘‘dig,’’ ‘‘solid,’’ and ‘‘crazy’’ into one-word

ideograms.∞≥∑ Amiri Baraka celebrated Young’s language play in ‘‘Pres Spoke in

a Language’’:

     in the teeming whole of us he lived

tooting on his sideways horn

translating frankie trumbauer into

Bird’s feathers

Tranes sinewy tracks

the slickster walking through the crowd

surviving on a terrifying wit

its the jungle the jungle the jungle

we living in∞≥∏

Bebop musicians were largely responsible for disseminating the word and

concept of ‘‘cool,’’ but they came to it through Lester Young.

Young’s most influential heir was Miles Davis. ‘‘Man, playing with Prez was

something,’’ Davis wrote in his autobiography. ‘‘I learned a lot from the way he

played the saxophone . . . [and] I tried to transpose some of his saxophone licks

over to my trumpet.’’ Davis was influenced by Young’s ‘‘real, fast, hip, slick,

Oklahoma style’’ and his combination of rhythmic flexibility with a ‘‘cool

sonority.’’ Davis liked the way Young ‘‘flood[ed] the tone,’’ and the way he ap-

proached each and every note, rather than running up and down scales. Pianist

Sadik Hakim, who often toured with Young in the mid-1940s, said that Davis

always came to see the band when it came through his hometown of St. Louis.

‘‘He’d sit in and he really dug Prez at the time and . . . much of his style, if you

listen to him closely, was from Prez. He took many of the things Prez did and

transferred them to his style, which we know as the cool style.’’∞≥π Davis’s first

session as leader of the Charlie Parker Quintet in May 1947 rebelled against

bebop’s virtuosity, and was instead smooth, fluid, relaxed, and laid-back. As one

biographer noted, ‘‘the liquid spirit of Lester Young hangs over the music.’’∞≥∫

Davis’s self-presentation featured a fierce reserve that said, ‘‘You don’t wanna

know—or ask.’’ His music, like Young’s, was accessible and admired by white
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fans, musicians, and writers; yet Davis symbolized the cool, aloof, sometimes

hostile African American jazz musician of the 1950s. He turned his back on

audiences, and often walked o√ stage to smoke a cigarette while the band

continued. Davis’s well-dressed stage presence, his disregard for both artistic

and social convention, his mix of personal mystery and artistic mastery, his

tough, don’t-fuck-with-me stance kept white jazz fans at a safe distance and

suggested a churning inner complexity. Nightclub owner Max Gordon once

asked why Davis didn’t announce his songs or talk with the audience: ‘‘I’m a

musician, I ain’t no comedian,’’ Miles answered. ‘‘The white man always wants

you to smile, always wants the black man to bow. I don’t smile and I don’t bow.

OK? I’m here to play music. I’m a musician.’’ Lester Young’s strategic with-

drawal set the stage for musicians like Miles Davis and Charles Mingus to give

voice to their anger; although a few perceptive writers saw the hurt underneath

the swagger, clearly Uncle Toms were no longer welcome on the jazz scene.∞≥Ω

At its most functional, ‘‘to keep your cool’’ has always meant not to ‘‘blow

your top,’’ phrases that suggest the potential for violence. For Young to have

spoken out about racism as directly as Miles Davis (who grew up the son of a

middle-class dentist in St. Louis) would have been suicide in the deep south of

the nineteen-teens. Jazz has in fact always been chock-full of language that

sublimated violence into musical combat: the horn was an ‘‘ax’’ (long before

guitars were); musicians ‘‘cut’’ and ‘‘carved’’ each other at ‘‘cutting contests’’

and ‘‘carving sessions’’; white people were called ‘‘ofays’’ (pig latin for ‘‘foe’’).

As Duke Ellington once noted, ‘‘[m]usic has always had to say what we couldn’t

otherwise say.’’ Young instead poured his complex ideas into long, flowing,

well-structured solos, ‘‘loose in space, transform[ing] his life every night into

what it ought to be.’’ He imagined a better world and put it in his sound, a

dreamy romanticism with enough rhythmic power and blues feeling to gener-

ate a ‘‘special intensity . . . with cool understatement.’’∞∂≠

Like many jazz musicians, Young believed his ‘‘sound,’’ not the notes or

songs he played, told the world who he was. Your ‘‘sound’’ was you, it was your

literal voice—and the maintenance of that sound was e√ected at considerable

artistic and emotional e√ort. Young had something of an identity crisis when

many musicians adapted his melodic ideas and cool, fragile tone (including the

entire ‘‘four brothers’’ saxophone section of the Woody Herman band in the

late 1940s). He often wondered aloud, ‘‘What am I to play? Should I copy

them?’’ Tenor saxophonist Stan Getz—then one of the best and most successful

jazz musicians in the country—often came up to Young’s hotel room and asked

him how he created certain sounds on his old records. Young enjoyed the

attention but was saddened by it. ‘‘The trouble with most musicians today is

that they are copycats,’’ he said in 1948.∞∂∞
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The ‘‘love and theft’’ of Young’s sound was one factor in his physical deterio-

ration through alcoholism; others included a perceived lack of recognition and

simply the nomadic musician’s life. Young drank up to two quarts of gin a day

on and o√ from the late 1940s until his death in 1959, and often forgot to eat.

He was seen by white writers as ‘‘slow and unsteady of movement, detached

from reality [and] sealed o√ in a private world,’’ and framed as a victim of a

racist society. Although he married a second time in 1946 and enjoyed short

periods of domestic stability in the early 1950s with his wife Mary, he was not a

successful (or attentive) family man. After long stretches on the road, Young

stayed in small hotels in midtown Manhattan, where he was often found by

friends looking out the window, listening to his favorite ‘‘pretty music’’: Frank

Sinatra, Doris Day, Jo Sta√ord. Former jazz critic and producer Nat Hento√

reflected that he had ‘‘never seen anyone who was more alone wherever he

was.’’∞∂≤

But the younger musicians (black and white) who played with Young in the

1950s saw a di√erent ‘‘Pres,’’ one they revered as a mentor, a poet, a spiritual

figure, and something of a philosopher, especially on the fate and destiny of

African-Americans. ‘‘The . . . principles he taught me are: the philosophy of

the spirituals, the musician as a philosopher and a scientist, that we [African-

Americans] have made a major contribution to this country and [that] we are

Americans,’’ drummer Willie Jones typically reported of Young; ‘‘Prez opened

my eyes.’’ Such statements suggest the e√ort (and success) with which Young

insulated himself from white people after his army experience. Ex-Basie band

drummer Jo Jones declared in 1973 that for all his contacts with black civil

rights and political leaders, ‘‘there has never been nobody from Marcus Garvey

up, that ever loved the black man like Lester Young, nobody!’’∞∂≥

As jazz musician and scholar Ben Sidran wrote in 1969, cool was ‘‘actionality

turned inward’’; Young wasn’t simply the bruised romantic victim of a racist

society but had a rich underground life in which he fought battles by other

means. As Young said in his last interview before his death: ‘‘[I]t’s the same way

all over, you dig? It’s fight for your life, that’s all. Until death do we part.’’ Cool

is, in one sense, composed violence.∞∂∂

If Lester Young was not the actual model for the ending of Invisible Man, he

was certainly a real-life counterpart of Ellison’s character. Young was an origi-

nal kind of American rebel who, despite his gentleness, remained a walking

indictment of the society that denied the recognition of his accomplishments.

A famous 1947 study of American hostility toward jazz concluded that the reac-

tion to a new cultural form depends upon the ‘‘prestige of the donors,’’ and that

anti-jazz sentiments were based on the low status of African Americans. ‘‘The

jazz musician is an ‘invisible man,’ ’’ the sociologist Charles Nanry wrote,
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‘‘contributing mightily to American cultural life yet usually rewarded with

facelessness and anonymity.’’∞∂∑ The jazz world alone recognized Young’s ac-

complishments, and a year before his death, he moved into the Alvin Hotel on

Fifty-second Street, ‘‘to look down on Broadway and look at Birdland [the jazz

club],’’ according to drummer Willie Jones. Sick with alcoholism and malnutri-

tion, Young was assisted in the move by Miles Davis, Max Roach, Sonny

Rollins, and Jo Jones. A major musical innovator of the cultural form by which

Americans signified ‘‘freedom’’ during World War II, the slow-walking, pot-

smoking, monkishly dressed, gentle alcoholic Lester Young wore a silent face

and asked for no attention. He simply played his sadness every night, just as

Billie Holiday sang in her cracked voice until the very end, and who knows, but

at the lower frequencies, he spoke for the dashed swing hopes of social equality?

The Legacy of Black Cool

William Irwin Thompson, an important American historian and philosopher,

points to jazz as the catalyst for a major African American cultural shift in the

1940s: ‘‘Jazz was . . . essentially the expression of the underdog going through a

cultural transformation in which the ‘hot’ agricultural slave became the ‘cool’

urban artist.’’∞∂∏ In the post-war period, the musical mode of cool came to

mean ‘‘relaxed, cerebral, sophisticated’—that is, emotional power and intensity

restrained in favor of musical complexity. Young created this musical ap-

proach, and brought a lyrical, bluesily romantic, introspective approach to jazz

that Miles Davis and Charlie Parker adapted and took in di√erent directions.∞∂π

The word and concept of cool disseminated into American society quickly: it

was regularly mocked in the media in the late 1940s; by the early 1950s, ‘‘playing

it cool’’ was a common ‘‘hip phrase’’ and a staple of sociological literature; in

1957, the song ‘‘Cool’’ was one of the showpieces of the movie and play West

Side Story.

The ‘‘cool mask’’ was a blank facial wall, suggesting resistance to main-

stream social norms and an inner complexity few Americans ever suspected of

their black ‘‘entertainers.’’ Cool can be seen as a three-front cultural civil war

against mainstream society (both white and black): (1) a person wore a cool

‘‘front’’ (or mask) as invisible armor to hold o√ the prejudice, irrationality, and

hostility of the society—‘‘you didn’t leave home without it,’’ as one writer

recently reflected;∞∂∫ (2) ‘‘cool’’ stands as an umbrella term for a set of non-

European aesthetic values that provided a base for the display of artistic excel-

lence, ultimately traceable to West African sociocultural functions of music
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and dance; (3) cool heralded the necessary creation of a personal sound and

style in a society that rarely saw African Americans as individuals.

The philosophical objective of African American cool was—is—to combine

expressive style with public composure. Jazz cool reflected a medium between

West African cool and Anglo-American cool: the intelligent expression of one’s

human experience in the world at a given moment. Listening to the beautifully

sad ballads of Lester Young’s last years, one hears a record of his daily experience

and the emotional costs of his attempt to share them. Albert Murray compared

Young’s later sound to the ‘‘somewhat painful but nonetheless charismatic

parade-ground strut of the campaign-weary soldier who had been there one

more time and made it back in spite of hell and high water.’’ The cornetist and

composer Thad Jones, who roomed with Young on a 1957 tour, said, ‘‘You could

feel the pain in the man, I could, but he was still one of the most humorous. . . .

In the midst of all of the pain of it, he was able to laugh at it.’’ Johnny Otis like-

wise heard both sadness and a≈rmation, ‘‘a melancholy power and a lament . . .

but [also] a joyous celebration of life, the human spirit, and sexuality.’’∞∂Ω

Duke Ellington called jazz ‘‘freedom of expression music,’’ and its universal

symbol is probably a black man playing a tenor saxophone.∞∑≠ One jazz scholar

terms this image ‘‘the first truly nonmechanical metaphor for the twentieth

century.’’∞∑∞ It is certainly one of the first global icons of what Kenneth Burke

once termed ‘‘man-as-communicant’’: a human being communicating his or

her emotional experience in the moment without losing control.∞∑≤ It is an

image that owes as much to Lester Young’s life and art as to anyone.

I am suggesting that ‘‘cool’’—or the birth of cool, anyway—was a synthesis

of West African aesthetic attitudes and Anglo-American ideas of self-mastery,

braided and historically embedded in the African American struggle for social

equality in the United States. In valuing musical communication over techni-

cal skill, Lester Young expressed his ‘‘somebodiness’’ without blowing his pub-

lic cool. In the process Young helped dignify a stance and a pose—a cooled

face—that his jazz heirs have used to signify spiritual self-mastery and to resist

American self-congratulation. The cool mask was a public face that displaced

the smiling accommodation of Tomming, and displayed instead ‘‘poise in a

world where one had no authority.’’
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